Miracles can start with one person. The beginning of "Help make history and break a
record with the Win a Meet and Greet with Jessica Springsteen while helping children
with cancer and children with severe needs is a special made for movie story.
The very beginning started last summer. That is soon to be shared. The saying "It takes
a village." That is where we are now. The below picture of me, Andrea Jaeger, Jessica
Springsteen and Patti Scialfa highlights "This Village." The picture is how this incredible
hard to even believe journey and story is now reaching you.
Patti Scialfa, American singer-songwriter and guitarist, is often known as "The Boss"
Bruce Springsteen's wife. Patti has more than globally proven herself in her singer, song
writing and guitarist career. Patti is secure in her place in the Universe. Also
refreshingly, Patti is the pinnacle of extraordinary success and accomplishments with
zero layers of off putting ego or demand of praise and applause at her every move. Patti
genuinely walks, talks and exists as grace and joy.
I never met Patti until last week in Wellington, Florida. A 3 month incredible Winter
Horse Festival with both Olympian horses and riders with the highest level of Equestrian
competition exists in Wellington.
As perhaps only one can understand who works in a field where shut downs, put downs
and no replies can be a constant; yet never deter a calling, I was at one of those
pinnacle life moments where my belief needed to be matched by another.
"The Village" and "Miracle Story" had a passionate small group going forth but the
essential pivotal launch center and Village were yet to connect. We had been close. My
passion in helping children is the rocket fuel on my long days of over 30 years of
dedication. I am not asking everyone to give their every dollar or dedicate their entire life
like I have to help children. My excitement on this particular project is for people to
believe enough to donate, raise the bar and make history and break a record to help the
children. Hoping the country unites with Joy on this is a goal as well.
Enter Patti.
Patti is the reason, a launch center and a big reason why "The Village" now has
company. I stood a few respectful feet outside the Wellington Equestrian Festival Riders
Lounge. Patti reached her hand and heart out to me, to the children, to you. Patti
recognized and knew me from my professional tennis success and put her hand and
heart out to me, taking me, my Little Star Foundation and Meet and Greet Project idea
in as if her life was destined to be the Launch Center and Village.
After the miracle introduction and hello with Patti, Patti said to me, "This is exciting! Let
me introduce you to Bruce and Jessica."
Bruce and Jessica were as wonderful, receptive and generous of spirit. Jessica said, "I
would be honored to help."

Besides sharing this part of the miracle beginnings I am asking you to join "The Little
Star Foundation Village" Patti helped bring together. Please donate $10.00 or more to
Win A Meet and Greet with Jessica Springsteen. Your life will be inspired and
transformed by knowing the amazing Patti, Bruce and Jessica in these pages and you
can even win a chance to meet Jessica Springsteen. Even if you are unable to donate,
share this page as this Miracle story is for all to be included in "Jump for Joy in this Little
Star Foundation Village.
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